GL1500 FRONT WHEEL
1. Rotor Covers. Tri-chromed
ABS rotor covers replace the
painted ones. Light weight,
beautiful and functional. Include a
rear strap and sold in pairs. Also,
available are chrome rotor covers
with amber strip lights installed.
Fits 1988 to 2000.
a. 15673-176B
$139.95
b. 15673-176BSL $159.95
b
a
2. Fork Light Mounts. Specially designed mounts are tri-chromed metal and hold a total of 6 lights. Lights not included.
Sold in pairs. $49.95
Optional Lights. Sold Single.
a. 15993-113A Fits 88-97
c. 20-6811CA Amber LED Courtesy Light $14.95
b. 15993-113B Fits 98-00
d. 20-6813-S Chrome Housing for Courtesy Light $7.95
e. 348-137A Mini Tour Light $12.95
a

b

c

3. LED Lighted Rotor Cover Trim Rings. NEW Update your bike
with LED lights. Tri-chromed ABS rings include amber or red, blue
and amber LED lights. Sold in Pairs
a. 45-8134ALED Amber
$79.95
b. 45-8134ARBLED Amber Red Blue $99.95
Replacement Lights. Left and right pair. Not shown. $44.95
c. 45-8134ALED-A Amber Replacement Lights. Pair.
d. 45-8134ARBLED-A Amber Red Blue Replacement Lights. Pair.

d

e

4. 45-8907C Front Fender Extension. ABS chrome
fender extension is a great accessory. Protects the
front of the engine from road debris. Requires drilling.
$29.95

5. 252-216 Rotor cover Plugs. These ¾” chromed
steel plugs fill the holes on the GL1500 rotor covers.
Sold in a 4 pack. $8.95

a

b
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GL1500 FRONT FAIRING - FENDER
2. 15673-115 Lower Front Fairing Grill. Tri-chrome ABS grill gives an
1. 45-8537 LED Lighted Front Fender Trim.
Chromed ABS one piece accent has 8 bright amber older bike a new look. The piece is designed after the 1995 bike and fits
all GL1500s. Easy to install and looks great. $19.95
LEDs on each side and measures 8” in length. A
real eye catcher. $99.95
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No Drilling Required

4. 15993-119 Driving Light Bar. Tri-chromed bar mounts to the lower
fairing bolts. It allows an addition of more lights to the front of the bike.
Lights are sold separately. $49.95

3. 1646 Tunnel Filler. High density foam pieces
blocks the air and road debris from coming up
through the tops of the fork legs. Easy to install.
Pair. $19.95

a

a. V562-1 Clear Driving Lights. These lights can be used with this light
bar. Includes wiring and relay switch. Sold in pairs. $59.95
5. Windshield Vent. Standard replacement vent
has a lever for adjusting the vent louvers to
control the amount of air flow desired. $49.95
a. 1600S Smoke
b. 1600CL Clear

6. 15373-232 Fork Bridge Cover. NEW Beautiful tri-chromed accent
cover the replaces the OEM fork cover adding a renewed look to the bike.
Fits all GL’s from 88-00.
$29.95

a

b
7. 45-8128A Chrome Windshield Vent Accent Trim. Great little piece
of chrome ABS trim that looks great on the standard vents and the Add
On vents. $29.95

Back side view

GL1500 FRONT FAIRING
1. 15733-465A Lower Cowl. Beautiful tri-chromed ABS
lower cowl replaces any dull gray or weather worn ones.
Improved with wider tabs. $119.95

4. 45-8533 Engine Case Guard. Beautiful tri-chromed
case guards fit all 1988 to 2000 GL1500s. It protects the
engine, allow use of highway boards or pegs. Looks great!
Sold in pairs. $129.95

ADD On
Exclusive

2. 15373-236A Chrome Radiator Grill. Tri-chromed, light
weight tubular designed grill mounts without removing the
lowers. Adds a great look to the bike. $79.95

3. 15132-205A Fairing Light Kit. Replaces the entire
reflector and turns it into a running light. Kit includes lens, light
and wire harness. Comes in pairs. $49.95

5. 08170-MN540 Fairing Side
Reflector Light Kit. This will change
the existing side reflector into a
running light. It includes light bulbs
and wire harness. Sold in pairs. $9.95

6. 090-140 Front Flasher Kit.
Makes the running fairing side light
into a directional light when the turn
7. 1613P Rainshields. Made of sturdy lexan, helps the
signal is activated. Sold in pairs.
driver’s feet stay dry and warm. For use with pegs only. It
$14.95
snaps on for an easy on and off application. Pair. $54.95
8. 15673-221 Corner Light Switch Kit.
Kit allows the corner lights to remain on as
running lights.
. $19.95

9. 45-8144 Corner
Light Grills. Updated
1998-2000 corner light
grills will fit all GL1500s.
It really adds to the
other chrome on the bike
or can stand alone. Pair.
$24.95

10. 15673-221B Corner Light Kit. Clear lens design for
brighter vision. Includes mounting hardware. Pairs. $79.95
a. 01-6245J Replacement bulb. Single. $2.95
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GL1500 FRONT FAIRING
1. ABS-6 Fairing Plugs. Fills the hole in the mirror base for an
amazing warmth on those cold rides. Easily pops in and out. Pair.
$39.95
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2. 15673-126 Lower Fairing Reflector Grill. Smaller fairing flat
grills are 16 ½” in length. Screw on design. It covers the entire grill
6. 15673-463A Chrome Mirror Backs. ABS accents
section, reflector, and black inserts. Pair. $39.95
have a fluted
design. Adds
style and covers
weather worn
mirrors. Pair.
$34.95
3. 15673-126B Raised Reflector Grills. Tri-chromed ABS raised
7. 15673-463 Chrome Mirror Bases. Chrome
grills attach over the reflector area of the lower fairing with self
replacements
adhesive tape. 8 3/8”in length. Pair. $9.95
for OEM mirror
mount covers.
Adds to the beauty
of the bike. Pair.
$44.95
4. 15673-126BK Chromed Raised Reflector Grills. Tri-chromed
8. LED Turnsignal Light.
ABS grills fit over the reflector area of the lower fairing and
Flashes automatically when wired into a directional light.
screw on. 9 ½” in length. Pair. $24.95
Flexible housing conforms to curved surface. 16 amber
LED lights. Pair. $64.95
a. 20-67A3AB Black Housing
b. 20-67A3AC Clear Housing

5. 15673-126C Raised Light Grill Set. Set combines the two-screw
on design pieces above, 15673-126 and 15673-126BK, for the lower
fairing at an economical savings. Pair. $49.95

a

b

9. 15673-463B Mirror Trim. Tri-chromed ABS trim
rings attach to the front outside edges of the mirrors.
Pair. $44.95

GL1500 FRONT AND SIDE FAIRING
1. M60-6611 Adjustable Rear View Mirror. Large
rear view mirror is easy to install and allows full use of
the regular mirror while adding an extending view. Mirror
is on a swivel to angle as needed. Single. $12.95

a. M60-6611A Color Matched
Adjustable Rear View Mirror. Same
as above except color matched. Colors
available from the air spoilers. Not all
color available. Single. Special Order
Only. $54.95
2. 1601 Winglets.
Adjustable wind deflectors fit
the GL1500 and GL1200
windshields. Measure 13 inches,
made of clear lexan and attach
to the windshield. Drilling is
required to install these
deflectors. Pair. $79.95

3. Adjustable Air Wings. Double wing design allows both wings to
move independently to give a variety of positions for added
comfort to the rider and protection from the elements. Made of
lexan, the kit includes 2 small wings, 2 large wings and hardware
for mounting. Uses existing fairing hardware, so no drilling
required. Pair. $89.95
a. 151605N Smoke
b. 150605C Clear
Replacement Air Wings. Replacement wings come in pairs and
have no hardware included. $59.95
c. 605N Smoke Duplex
d. 605C Clear Duplex

b

4. 08126-MN530C Exit Air Vent Trim. Beautiful
tri-chromed ABS flares give added extra air flow in
front of the louvers. The small chrome accent makes a
big impact. Fits al GL1500s. Pair. $19.95

c

5. 1602S Air Vent Damper
Kit. Made of smoked lexan,
the covers mount easily inside
the air intakes. They redirect
the warm air on to the feet
providing more comfort for
the rider. The kit fits 1988
to 1997. Pair. $79.95

6. 15673-184 Side Louver Accents. Tri-chromed ABS accents
attach over the black air intake grills. They add a great chrome
accent and fit the 1988-1997 1500s. Pair. $24.95
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GL1500 SIDE
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1. Driver Floorboard Sets. Chrome cast aluminum boards 2. Adjustable Highway Boards and Pegs. Die cast and chrome
with rubber mats, shifter pegs for heel toe shifting and
plated boards and pegs are available in four styles for your
brake pads for heel toe braking. They have adjustable
personal driving comfort. They all fold up and out of the way
shift linkage. Includes hardware and instructions for
when not in use. Each set includes chrome mounting brackets
mounting. Fits all GL1500s.
that attach to the horizontal part of the case guards. This
a. 15393-545A1 $389.95
allows the driver to lean the bike over without scraping. Seven
b. MC297-8
$499.95
possible positions to suit the driver’s riding requirements. All
By MC Ent Special Order Only
work on any 1 inch bar.
a. 18548A Adjustable Highway Pegs $199.95
b. 18548B Adjustable Highway Boards $269.95
c. 18548C Adjustable driver boards $269.95
d. 18548D Adjustable Comfort Pegs with Heel Rest $269.95

a

Shifter Side

Brake Side

b

a

b
c
3. 1617 Wear
Skids. Pieces
attach to the
bottom of the
driver floorboards.
They prevent
damage to the
underside of the
boards when
making deep turns.
$14.95
5. 15393-545P Floorboards Wear Pads. Attached to
the floorboard and replaces the worn ones on the bike.
$4.95

d

4. 17-0637JIG Comfort Peg with Heel Rest. Set of highway
pegs includes large buffalo pegs with a heel rest attached.
Beautifully chromed along with a clevis and 1 inch 3 piece clamps.
$149.95

6. 15293-302 Kickstand
Extension. The die cast trichromed kickstand extension fits
only over the stock 1500 kickstand
only. This clamp on design is easy
to install and looks great. $59.95

7. BP-1 Engine Plate. Our 2 piece engine plate is made of aircraft
grade aluminum and uses stainless steel screws to mount. It protects the
underside of a bike and keeps it clean from road debris and the elements
that could cause damage to the underside of the bike. Designed so oil
changes can be done without removing the lower cowl. Made in the U.S.A.
$49.95

GL1500 SIDE
1. 15373-426 Carburetor Covers. NEW Beautiful chrome
carburetor covers
replace the OEM ones
on all GL1500s. A great
looking side chrome
accent. Sold in pairs.
$44.95

3. 15373-471
Lower Side Covers.
NEW The chrome
ABS lower side
covers add wonderful
chrome to the lower
side of the bike.
They are direct
replacements for the
OEM ones. Sold in
pairs. $74.95

2. 45-8731
Chrome Rear Side
Cover. NEW This
tri-chromed ABS
rear side cover is
a great dramatic
replacement for
the OEM ones
includes new
grommets
Sold In Pairs.
$179.95
4. 15293-646G Reverse Lever Accent. Tri-chromed ABS
accent adds a custom look to the bike. Fits 1990 to 2000.
Single. $14.95

5. 673-226A Side Cover Rails. Tri-chromed side rails
encircle the “Gold Wing” emblem on the side of the bike.
They add protection and beauty. They fit both the GL1500
and GL1200s. Pair. $34.95
6. 15673-123B
Lower Gas Tank Trim.
Chrome accent outlines
the lower air exit vents
and wraps back over the
gas tank. Sold in pairs.
$39.95

7. 64286/96-MT2 Chrome Fairing Plugs. Plugs replace 8 15433-287 Cam End Cover. Beautiful chrome cover replaces
the OEM ones on the bike. They add a nice small accent of the OEM one. Fits all 1500s and Valkyries. Sold single. $14.95
chrome to the inside front fairing. Fits all GL1500's. Pair.
$7.95
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GL1500 SIDE AND HANDLEBAR
1. 15673-137A Gas Tank Side Trims. Great chrome accent
piece which fits along the gas tank and curves under the air exit
vents. Sold in pairs. $34.95
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2. 15673-123A Fairing Vent Accents. Chrome accents
beautifully outline the air exit vent below the CB radio and air
compressor. Pair. $19.95

3. 15673-136 Air
Compressor Trim.
Chrome accent will dress
up the area around the
air pressure control and
fits all GL1500s. $14.95

4. 15673-117 CB
Accent. Chrome piece
dresses up the area
around the CB radio.
$14.95
5. Brake and Clutch Levers. Tri-chromed levers are
direct replacements. Sold in pairs.
a. 293-646DC Fits 1988 to 89 $19.95
b. 15293-648DC Fits 1990 to 00 $29.95

a

b

6. 670-839 Chrome Kill Switch Accent. Easy to install switch cover 7. 15673-187R Right Side Master Cylinder
Cover. Made of
is beautiful and functional. An indicator line is provided to identify
tri-chrome ABS
positions. $9.95
and include 4
rocker switches
and wire harness.
A great way to
control your
accessories.
$39.95

GL1500 HANDLEBAR
1. 45-1243 NOVIBE©
Comfort Grips. Chrome
and rubber grips will fit all
Gold Wings® from 1975 to
present with the
exchangeable end caps
provided. The large
150mm x 7/8” grips with
its unique knobby rubber
makes your ride more
comfortable. Installed
with no gaps. Will not
work on heated grips.
$79.95
a. 45-1243-R Replacement NOVIBE© Grip Rubbers 8
Piece set. $12.95
2. 393-617R Rail Grips.
Rail grips have classic rubber
with chrome overlay. Still
stylish after many years. Fit
all Gold Wings® and
measures 150mm x 7/8”.
Pairs. $34.95

3. 393-617RH Road
Hawk Grips. The black
foam insert on these die
cast chrome end grips
provide the soft touch to
the grips. Fit all Gold
Wings® and measures
150mm x 7/8”. Pairs.
$19.95

4. 15678-021 Helmet Holder Stud. Tri-chromed
studs replace the lever bolts. Creates a place to hang
items when the bike is parked. Sold in pairs. $14.95
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5. Throttle Assist. Let your palm turn the throttle instead of
your wrist. Great for those long rides. Comes in two styles and
sold single.
a. 45-1237RHG Rist Rest©. Extra large 2 ½ “ adjustable trichromed rest with rubber insert. Fits most 4 screw end cap
replacement grips including heated grips. $19.95
b. 45-1237R Rist Rest©. Extra large 2 ½ “ adjustable trichromed rest with rubber insert. Fits most 4 screw end cap
replacement grips. Does not work on heated grips. $19.95
c. MCTC The Wide. Fits all grips. $10.95

a&b

c

6. Hand Warmers. The hand warmer shields protect your hands
from the weather and elements. Easy to mount and sold in pairs.
$79.95
a. 1634 Bronze
b. 1635 Clear

a

b
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GL1500 HANDLEBAR
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1. Driver Drink Holders. These holders hold a 12 ounce drink can. They attach to the master cylinder cover and both have
a swivel action. Available in two styles.
a. MK-D Black Driver Mugger.
Fold up drink holder. Includes a chrome
ABS mount. $19.95
b. 503B Bike Buoy. Black with red
foam insert. $29.95
c. 15503D Drink Holder Mount.
Universal chrome mount. $24.95

a

c

b

2. Master Cylinder Top Covers. Tri-chromed reservoir covers are
beautiful and add a great touch of chrome to the bike.
a. 57-1097C Chrome with “Free Spirit” Single $14.95
b. 57-1097CG Chrome with Gold Eagle “Free Spirit” Single $29.95
c. 15793-204P Chrome, plain. Pairs $24.95
d. 57-1097CG-S Chrome Replacement Screws. Pair $1.95

a

3. 4553-MN5 Handlebar Clamp Plugs.
These tri-chromed ABS plugs cover the screw holes
and add a nice touch of chrome to the handlebars.
They just snap in and are easy to install. Comes in
pairs. $7.95

d
c

b

4. H15AP Fairing Pocket Cover. Versatile
double pocket pouch is made of the same black
OEM flexible material
and fits over the right
fairing pocket. Fits all
GL1500s. It features
zipper and velcro
closures on the main
pocket and velcro on
the smaller pocket.
Single. $29.95

5. 15673-121 Right Glove Box
Accent. Beautiful tri-chromed ABS
accent dresses up your classy wing.
Fits all
GL1500s.
Single.
$34.95

6. H1511 Left Hard Pocket. This
black storage pocket replace the soft
fairing pocket.
Made of
sturdy plastic.
Comes with a
lock for extra
protection of
valuables.
$49.95

GL1500 DASH
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1. 15673-159A Fuel Door Accent.
Accent outlines the fuel door with chrome
and adds a great look to the bike. Made of
tri-chromed steel. $19.95

2. H18TPV Tank Pouch. Pouch slips over 3. 15673-159C Dash Accent.
the gas tank door providing an additional Tri-chromed 2 piece accent outlines
the area below the ignition key.
storage area and convenience for the
driver. Made of soft black material, it has 19.95
zipper and velcro closures. $19.95

4. 45-8538 Radio Accents. Chrome accent covers
the radio and has cutouts for the control buttons. The
radio panel fits on the 1988 to 1995 but not the SE or
Interstate.
Pair it with the
cassette door
accent for a
complete look.
$29.95

5. 45-8539 Cassette Door
Accent. Chrome piece fits
over the door latch of all
GL1500s. Easy to install with
self-adhesive tape. $12.95

6. 15673-235 Chrome Radio
Knobs. Set of 5 knobs replaces the
black ones and adds a nice chrome
accent to the dash. $24.95

GL1500 DASH AND TRUNK
1. 15673-159D Key Switch Accent. Tri-chrome
accent protects the key area with chrome. $8.95
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2. 45-8536 Key Pad. This pad provides additional
protection to the key area to prevent scratches or
marks. $1.95

5. 15673-148 Head Light Adjustment
Knob. Chromed ABS knob replaces the OEM
one. It also fits on the right side on the
Special Edition models. $9.95

3. 15673-159B
Dash Side Accents.
These chrome pieces
accent the left and
right side of the
radio and fuel door.
Attaches with self
adhesive tape and
screws for a secure
fit. $29.95

6. 15673-123 Air Vent Accent.
Chrome accents fit around the air
vents and are sold in pairs. $14.95

7. 15673-134 Speaker Trim. Tri-chromed grills have the
updated design and cover the black ones on the bike. Pair. $39.95

4. 45-8531 Fader Control
Knob. This chrome cover fits
over the fader control on
Special Editions. $4.95

8. 15673-629 CB Antenna. Fits all GL1500s. Antenna comes complete with all
mounting hardware. $109.95
a. 18673-629AA Replacement tip only. Fits GL1500 and GL1800. $4.95
9. 15673-629A Antenna Base Accent. Chromed ABS cover slips over the base
of the antenna and gives it a more custom look. Can be used on either antenna.
Single. $14.95
10. 15673-629B Antenna Tube Top. Accent covers the gray part of the
antenna giving it a great chrome look. $7.95
8

9

10

GL1500 REAR AND TRUNK
1. 15673-817K Black Driver’s Backrest.
The side mounted back rest is adjustable
forward or back and folds down. The
backrest pad includes a permanently
attached rear pouch for additional storage.
$199.95

2. 15673-818K Black Passenger
Armrest. The swing out design armrest
attaches to the trunk antenna. Needs two
antennas to mount the armrests,
. Sold in pairs. $149.95

4. Armrest LED Light Kit. Kit has two round
lights each containing 10 bright LED lights that
attach to the armrest mount. The unique lights are
eye catching and give more visibility to the side of
the bike. Pairs. $59.95
a. 104-A Amber
b. 104-B Blue
c. 104-F Flashing Multi
e. 104-R Red
f. 104-W White

5. Passenger Drink Holder. Adjustable holders have a swivel action to
help control spillage. They both hold a 12 ounce drink can.
a. MK-P Black Passenger Mugger $19.95
b. 503B Black and Red Bike Bouy $29.95
c. 15503D Drink Mount - sold separately for 503B $24.95

b

a

6. 15678-158A Rear Speaker Grills. Trichromed ABS grills replace the black ones on the
bike. Comes in pairs. $29.95

3. ARC-1BK Armrest Pouch.
Pouch is made of soft black
material and attaches to the
bottom of the armrest. It gives
additional storage for the
passenger. The pouch features
zipper and velcro closures. $34.95

7. 45-8732 1500 Chrome
Rear Pouch Accent. NEW
These great chrome accents
fit on the rear pouch door
latch. Attach with selfadhesive tape. Great chrome
pieces for any show bike. Sold
in pairs. $9.95

10. 090-141
9. 08170-MN530 Trunk Side
Rear Flasher Kit.
Reflector Light Kit. Kit converts
the side reflector into running lights. Makes the side
trunk lights flash
$19.95
a. 01-194 Replacement bulb $0.95 with the
directional lights.
$14.95
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c

8. 678-034B Black Beaded Seat
Cover. One inch larger than any others.
Allows air to circulate, keeps bottoms
drier when it rains and provides extra
comfort. Easy on and off with bungee
system. Measures 15” x 11 1/2”. $29.95

11. 15678-824 Rear Speaker Kit. Kit includes two speakers, wire
harness and fader switch. Does not fit the Interstate. $54.95
a. 15678-824W Fader Switch and Wire Harness $29.95
Replacement Speakers - 4 Inch
a
b. 678-824 $29.95
c. USK-9000 $69.99 J&M

b & c
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GL1500 TRUNK

a. 090-143

2. 090-151 Primer Spoiler.
Ready to paint
and includes
the light.
Black 91,-94, 98-00 $249.95

b. 090-144

Red 92-94, 98-00

c. 090-145

Teal 94

d. 090-146

Beige 88-89

e. 090-147

Wine 89-90

f. 090-148

Blue 92, 94

g. 090-149

Magenta 95, 96

h. 090-150

Green 95, 96

i. 090-152

White 95, 97

j. 090-153

Pearl Green 97

k. 090-154

Cinnamon Beige 90

l. 090-155

Phantom Gray 88

m. 090-156

Blue Caramel 90

n. 090-157

Pearl Blue 96

o. 090-158

Dynasty Blue 88

1. Color Matched LED Lighted
Trunk Spoiler.
Special Order Only. $379.95

b
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3. 090-151L Spoiler Light Replacement.
A replacement
light for Add
On’s spoiler
and measures
15 3/4” long.
$39.95

4. 15993-197A Trunk Handle.
Tri-chromed tubular
designed handle allows
for easy access to the
trunk. Measures 7 1/2”
and fits all GL1500s and
other trunks allowing for
this length. $24.95

5. 090-133 Spoiler
6. 1603A Wrap Around Trunk Organizer
Light Module. Enables Made of acrylic, panels use existing hardware
the light to be used as a to mount into the sides of the trunk. Gives you
running and brake light. easy access to small items. $69.95
7. 670-013B Deluxe Trunk Handle. Tri-chrome
$29.95
tubular designed trunk handle has a comfort foam
grip and measures 17” in length. Fits on bikes and
trikes. $49.95

8. 15993-191A Trunk Rack. This large rack measures 12” x 22” and
is designed to be used with or without the air spoiler. The tri-chromed
tubular design has tabs and comes with mounting hardware. $79.95

GL1500 TRUNK AND SADDLEBAG
1. TP-1 Two Pocket Trunk Pouch. Made of soft black
material and attaches to the inside of the trunk using
existing hardware. Great for having small items that are
easy to find. $29.95

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Helmet Lock Extensions. Tri-chromed with choice of style.
77-6021 Bike
Single $7.95
77-6022 Trailer Single $7.95
993-135 Plain
Pair
$8.95
993-136 Nolan Pair $10.95

a
3. 15673-141 Lower Saddlebag Kick Plates. The
chromed plates provide protection to the bike and
add a nice chrome accent. They attach with selfadhesive tape. Sold in pairs. $29.95

b

c

d

4. 45-8929A Saddlebag side Light Kit. Kit is a complete
replacement of the side reflectors and turns them into lights. Includes
red lens over 6 lights and wiring kit. Sold in pairs. $69.95
a. 01-194 Replacement Bulb $0.95

5. 08170-MN520
Rear Reflector Light
Kit. Converts the
saddlebag rear
reflector into a
running light.
$39.95
a. 01-97
Replacement Bulb
$0.95
7. 15993-199A Saddlebag Door Rails. Tri-chromed tubular designed double
6. V391C Interior Light. This 12V
light fits inside most trunks to provide rails protect the saddlebags. Drilling required with a 3 point mount. Sold in pairs.
needed lighting. Easy on and off switch, $49.95
metal base and mounting screws.
Measures 4 9/16” x 1 3/4” x 1 1/2”.
$14.95
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GL1500 SADDLEBAG
1. 678-035 Cooler Rack. Black
cooler rack works with a horizontal
receiver hitch. Rack goes on and
off very easily. Measures 11” x 16”
x 1”. $129.95

2. 15303-283A Triple Exhaust Extension.
Beautiful tri-chromed extensions add a custom
look to the bike. Clamp on design and allows the
baffle to remain in. 2 1/2” in diameter opening.
Fits 1988 to 1997. Sold in pairs. $169.95
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3. Trailer Wire Harness. Allows the
trailer lights to be drawn directly from
the battery using stock lighting.
a. 45-8945 NEW with relays.
$34.95

b. 090-142T without relays. $17.95

4 45-8943 Lighted License Filler Accent. Tri-chromed
accent with 60 bright red LED lights. Creates attention to
the rear of the bike for an eye catching display. The chrome
plate fills in
around the area
behind the license
plate. Easy to
install and includes
wiring to make it
work as a running
and brake light.
$89.95

5. Mud Flaps. Comes in 3 styles, made of study rubber and includes mounting hardware.
a. 15741-176 Chrome Accent and
Eagle Emblem $59.95
b. 3741-176 - Trike two required.
Sold single. $59.95

6.
a.
b.
c.
d.

c. 15741-179 Oval LED Light with Red
Lens. $74.95
d. 3741-179 - Trike two required.
Sold Single. $74.95

e. 15741-180 Red LED Lighted
Reflector on Chrome Accent $74.95
f. 3741-180 - Trike two required.
Sold Single. $74.95

Optional items for the mud flaps. Sold single.
091-6211A3G Eagle Emblem 1 3/4” x 1/2” $4.95
a
138-316A1
Eagle Emblem 1” x 3” $6.95
12-6100CR
Oval Red LED Light w/White Lens 7” x 3” $14.95
45-1227R
Red Reflector LED Light $19.95
c

b

d

